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7. BERLIN 1896: A CHALLENGE FROM THE LEFT
"And the result?" might be the question. I answer
with another question. "What real results are
congresses usually having?"
Lotten Dahlgren 1896
In Germany, during the end of the 19th century, there was an active
liberal movement outside of party policy, which wanted to solve the social
question by peaceful means. It wanted the state to intervene in the labor
market. In Berlin this radicalism was prominent. Social reforms had a tradition
there since the 1860s with for example soup kitchens for poor people. German
universities were also part of this broad movement to promote state intervention
to solve the social question; the so called Katheder Socialisten constituted an
active group. Since 1891 Germany had a night work prohibition for women in
industry. It was accepted by the parliament/Reichstag with support of several
groups, among them the Social Democrats. That legislation had its beginning in
the recommendations of the conference for Protective Labor Legislation in Berlin
in 1890. Nationally the question had been under discussion even earlier.1
In September of 1896 Der internationale Kongress für Frauenwerke und
Frauenbestrebungen was held in Berlin. As in 1889 in Paris, women in Berlin
took the opportunity to organize an international congress at the same time as
an exposition got people to visit the city The industrial Fair, der Berliner
Gewerbeausstellung, was the attraction. In the competition to arrange an
Exposition Universelle / a World Fair Berlin had failed. This more modest
exposition still managed to draw more than seven million persons during the
summer of 1896.
Freiherr Hans von Berlepsch was the honorary president of the exposition.
He was compelled to leave his position as the Minister of Trade earlier that year.
He had not any longer the support of the emperor for his reforms in social
policies, but he was kept as the figure-head of the fair. As other expositions, it
wanted to contribute to public education and debates. No congresses were held
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at the exposition but many scientific lectures by experts. None of them was
about the woman question.2
During the 1890s women in Germany were organizing more and more at a
time when women were leaving their homes for waged work. Since 1894 a
radicalization was also taking place inside the bourgeois women's movement.
One of the expressions was the so called Left Wing of der Bund Deutscher
Frauenvereine.3 This wing stood behind the call for a congress in Berlin in 1896.
The congress had liberal as well as social intentions which were to expose
the tensions in the German women's movement. Tensions depended also on
differences between Berlin and other parts of Germany. At the congress we see
an ambivalence concerning labor legislation for women even inside this Left Wing
of the bourgeois movement. Protection of women was never an item on the
program and thus never explicitly discussed. A special protection of women was
only mentioned by a couple of speakers. Probably some of the socially concerned
women behind the congress were positive to it. Others were hesitant or negative.
Few wanted to disturb the vulnerable harmony between the women gathering at
the congress. And also, the organizers had troubles with the broader bourgeois
women's movement. The night work question was avoided in the hope to make
the congress into a manifestation of women’s unity.
But Social Democratic women had something else in mind. This summer
they made the night work prohibition for women into the Big Question which was
to mark the "clean cut" between them and the "bourgeois". Thus the socialists
used the unsettled view among the Left Wing activists to demonstrate their
socialist repudiation from the whole of the bourgeois women's movement. This
successful attempt to polarize and distance themselves from the liberals was
done with references to England. That country had been the first to introduce
special protective laws for women which had opened for an articulated critic from
the liberal women's movement.4 In Berlin this big meeting for women was
arranged under restriction which were harder than in other countries. German
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women were forbidden to organize politically or to speak at political meetings.
Implementation of this law was not at all consistent and had local variations but
every gathering of women could be defined as political and then dissolved.
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Women had to be cautious.

A left bourgeois women’s congress
The initiative to the woman congress in 1896 came from Lina
Morgenstern, a 66 years old radical bourgeois author. She had started out as an
ardent advocate of Kindergarten, that is day care centers for children. In 1866
she set up the Berliner soup kitchen for the poor, which in the 1890s were
established as social institutions.
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In the 1870s she founded the Berliner

Hausfrauenverein /the Association of Housewives in Berlin. The German word
Hausfrau was a rather broad one. Thus the association might also be understood
as the Association of Married Women. One of its early purposes was to organize
the purchase of cheaper food. But it also supported woman emancipation. Its
name can as well be seen as a cover for a political project in a time and place
when women were forbidden to organize. Lina Morgenstern had launched her
idea of an international congress early in 1896 at a meeting with this Association
of Married Women.7
A local committee was started at once. 10 000 invitations with a program
was sent out into the world. It was sent to all German women's associations: of
course to the Bund Deutscher Frauenvereine, but also to the Evangelical-Social
women, to the leading Social Democratic women and to associations, more
focusing on patriotism. The purpose was to gather all women because "the
women's movement is not a question of parties, but is of concern for all females"
according to the organizers.8
Minna Cauer, the other central person in the organizing, said that the
meaning of the congress was to compare how far women's efforts had reached in
different countries of culture. It was not meant to expose controversies. But in
an article about the congress she was more offensively saying that social political
tendencies could be seen as a red thread through the whole of the congress.
5
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Cauer was the leader of the Left Wing inside the Bund Deutscher Frauenvereine,
BDF. She was detested by those of a more moderate leaning in the BDF, its
majority. Cauer's wish was to cooperate with the proletarian women's movement
was not at all appreciated.9 But Social Democratic women did not either like her
welcoming invitation.
Käthe Schirmacher, a German journalist living in Paris, had been at the
international feminist congress in April in Paris that very year and there invited
all delegates to come to Berlin. The congress was visited by persons from many
countries in Europe and also from the USA. The printed protocol for the congress
has, alas, no list of participants. Altogether 1700 cards for participation had been
distributed and the open sessions were each visited by approximately 200
persons, both men and women.10
As the invitation had came from the Left Wing, which called itself radical, all
other German women's organizations refused to take part officially, but did not
forbid members as individuals to adhere. BDF as well refused to be among the
organizers despite the fact that Lina Morgenstern was a member. Since its
founding in 1894 the majority of the BDF had several internal disagreements
with its Left Wing. Disagreements concerned how much and how openly the BDF
should support the vote for women, how its strategy should be on getting
regulation of prostitution finished. On top of this, there was disagreement about
women workers in industries; should the Bund just support them or should BDF
try to get in direct contact and cooperate with them? The Evangelical-Social
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organization, headed by Frau Elisabeth Gnauck-Kühne, was likewise not willing
to take part in the congress.11
Social Democratic women refused to send delegates, with the motivation
that "the woman question is only one part of the social question”. Being witty
they said that the congress was not even treating the whole of the women's
question but only ”the Lady question”.12 Clara Zetkin was quite happy with the
split inside what she called the bourgeois movement. Her description of the
organizers was of "a group eager to implement social reforms" which had very
little influence inside the bourgeois movement. And Zetkin did not want any
cooperation with the Left Wing. It was not sharing her socialist ways of analyzing
society in terms of class struggle and capitalist oppression. Zetkin was upset
about Social Democrats who saw something positive in the work for social
reforms done by the Left Wing. Maybe so because, it was from the Left Wing
that socialists could see a threat to their own women's organization? Clara Zetkin
should, despite her all over criticism of the congress, take part and a couple of
times talk at sessions which were open to the common public.13 But her intention
with this was not to make cooperation easy, but the contrary.
The organizers wanted to raise the German consciousness about woman's
emancipation and show other countries that Germany had a women's movement
of some dimensions. The cause of the congress was formulated very low-key.
Minna Cauer expressed, as editor of the journal Die Frauenbewegung, her
disillusions and irritation with the coldness other organized German women
showed the congress. That resistance as well as an unclear legal position for the
congress diminished the organizers possibilities to launch their own radical ideas.
The program had to be scrutinized by the police in advance. All this put its stamp
on the congress, its themes and speakers.14 To be careful became the strategy.
Confrontations should be avoided.
The organizers considered it as an official recognition, that they were
allowed to use the City Hall of Berlin for their congress. That women could meet
11
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in the ceremonial rooms of the Red City Hall, a male arena for prominent
occasions, should be taken as a good omen for women’s liberation in the longer
run, was the view of Minna Cauer.15 The congress used eight plenary rooms in
which fifteen minutes long lectures were given on different topics. Eight to twelve
speakers divided sessions of two or three hours. No resolutions were taken.16
Extra and beyond the closed meeting reserved for delegates, were three
meetings to which an interested public was welcome. There debate was allowed.
One of the open sessions was about reform dress and morality, another on
pedagogy and a third about public education and the question of women workers
/Arbeiterinnen/.17 At the last, special legislation for women got a certain
attention.
Lina Morgenstern expressed the idea of the congress as to "elevate our sex
and give us a right and worthy position in the society of mankind".

18

Women

ought to be raised and educated and thus achieve a place that could be regarded
as fair. She expressed several opinions, equally ambivalent. Her words might
be interpreted as offensive: women had no fair position in society. They ought to
get that! But they might as well be understood in a defensive way: women's
positions were bad because they were not yet worthy of any better. First they
needed education. Morgenstern did not criticize society for not giving women
good upbringings and educations. She only indirectly confronted the state. Still
it is probable that her inaugural speech challenged because it contained
comparisons between men and women and mentioned rights that women did not
have. Her cautious formulations must be understood as depending on the
restrictions of women's freedom of speech.
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The talk given by Morgenstern19 gives us a hint that the congress had a
more radical aim than what was openly declared. A hidden message was
probably equality between men and women. That can explain other women's
organizations fear of supporting it. Morgenstern mentioned several times, with
caution, legal equality in connection with the relation between men and women
in the labor market but mostly when speaking about education and morals:
Only via a legal equality between the sexes, through a peaceful and equal
work together, through possibility to freely decide over work and education,
only via one moral for all, can in the future a happy brotherhood
encompassing all mankind be possible. 20
The choice of words sounds radical. The content is abstract and open to
interpretations. What was her opinion of regulations of women in the labor
market? The most probable interpretation of Morgenstern is, that women and
men should have equally important, maybe even the same, positions in the labor
market and the same rights. If they also should include political rights was not
expressed. She lived in a culture and a class where the married man ought to be
and often was the family provider. When she spoke about that a woman herself
should decide, she did not exclude that a married woman decided to stay at
home as her life choice, on the contrary.
Morgenstern underlined that the congress was not hostile towards men.
She wanted to make men feel welcome to work for woman's emancipation and
that women should feel that they did not have to take a position against men.
She wanted a common moral for men and women, in a time when debates were
heated on double morals, on regulation of prostitution, and extra-marital
relations as well as divorce. With only one kind of moral she and other women
was demanding men to follow women's high morals, the norms women
proclaimed, which was monogamy in marriage and celibacy outside of it.
After a beginning with a strong emphasize on equality between men and
women, Morgenstern spoke to the aims of the congress. She did welcome all
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women’s organizations.21 Her resumé of the congress showed vague intentions
and praised female differences. The woman movement put ”the care and growth
of the smallest, the children” high. A good family life should be grounded in the
parents' equal legal rights, concerning the education of the children. The child
was considered, but equality was mentioned in a context, at a time when the
father was the sole guardian and the mother gave the practical care. Her view on
this was radical.
Morgenstern qualified two questions as the most ”burning”: the question of
equality in all respects and the question of working women’s bad conditions and
what to do about them. These two questions were provocative. Both were
controversial in the German bourgeois women's movement and the cause of the
split between the Left Wing and the majority of the BDF.22
In Social Democratic circles the opinion was that Lina Morgenstern's long
talk about equality for all had been without any real content: only chatter and
empty words.23 During the congress, Social Democratic women were going to
join debates with talks about how differently they saw such questions. Social
Democrats were to arrange an alternative congress, a counter congress.
The theme ”Arbeiterinnen” / Women Workers invited the emotional
discords, associated to the political controversies the congress was trying to
hide. A night work prohibition for women had been introduced for women in
industrial work in Germany in 1891 after several decades of discussions.
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The

participants at the congress almost neglected to mention the special legislation
on night work even if working women’s conditions were dealt with at two
sessions.25
Social Democratic women were looking for confrontation. So did Lily Braun,
who had announced that she wanted to speak at the closed session on ”Woman
in trade, industry and handicraft”. She was to present a contribution called "The
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question of the women workers /Arbeiterinnenfrage". When she got the word,
she used all of her limited time differently, saying that fifteen minutes was too
short a time for her important topic; she needed and should have had more time.
She used her allotted minutes to invite the delegates to come to two
Volksversammlungen / People’s Assemblies in the evenings. There should really
free discussions be taking place, which were not possible at the congress. Braun
stressed that the woman question had to be solved in a Social Democratic way.
She insulted the bourgeois women's movement, saying that they did not do any
important work for women workers. They were only thinking of themselves, to
get the vote or a doctor’s hat.26
Lily Braun’s discourse had been well prepared, so well that it was printed
but not in the official protocol of the congress. The "People’s Assembly" she
invited to, was also planned in advance. Her attack on bourgeois ladies who only
cared for the Lady Question belonged to a common Social Democratic tactic. Her
appearance was met with acclamations and cries that she should shut up. The
president Jeanette Schwerin, who wanted a cooperation for the good of the
working women, herself working for social reforms, limited herself to a peaceful
remark that she was sure that many women would respond positively to the
invitation by Braun.
Later Minna Cauer wrote that Braun's invitation had been unnecessary
because the same invitation had been received earlier by the congress. According
to Cauer the effect of the speech was negative. After the attack the organizers
had decided to boycott the socialist assemblies.27 That boycott might be seen as
a political victory for Lily Braun; her attention was to underline how impossible
any cooperation was. The behavior of Braun might have many reasons. She did
not belong to any of the three Social Democrats who had been especially invited
to the congress. At the time Braun was rather new in the Social Democratic
Party. The fact is that she had recently worked together with Minna Cauer, in
starting the journal Frauenbewegung. There might have been many intertwined
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reasons for Braun’s action; maybe she felt a need to state her new engagement
by attacking the bourgeois – and especially Cauer – and openly show her
solidarity with the worker’s movement.
Socialists from other countries attended the congress but the relation to
socialism was tense. There was an expectation of misunderstandings. Therese
Schlesinger-Eckstein was present as a representative of the equivalent to the
BDF in Austria, (Allgemeinen Österreichischen Frauenvereins). Personally she
was on her way to slide over into becoming a Social Democrat. During her first
day at the congress, she was involved in an incident, which she meant was
hostile towards socialism. When she presented the women's movement in her
country, she was interrupted by the president Lina Morgenstern, just at the
moment when she was to talk about the Social Democrats. Schlesinger-Eckstein
got the impression that she was asked to shorten her performance because of its
"socialist color", as the Social Democratic daily Vorwärts put it. She threatened
to leave the congress without give a later speech on working women in Vienna.
But Mina Cauer, vice president at the session, calmed her and persuaded her to
stay. This intermezzo shows that tensions were high. Despite all SchlesingerEckstein reported in another session about an inquiry with 300 women workers
in Vienna, which revealed starvation, exhaustion and prostitution. Her
recommendations were state intervention and special legislation for women who
were pregnant. She also wished for better factory inspections to get the night
work prohibition for women, which existed in Austria since 1883, really
implemented.28
Therese Schlesinger-Eckstein was not the only foreigner who openly
supported special legislation for women. Miss Florence Routledge from Women´s
Trade Union League in London was critical to middle class ladies, who were
against labor legislation for women with the reference to equality. She disliked
their defense of an abstract equality:
They see all laws for women, who are not including men, as a treachery
against the theoretical equality, which is the focus of all their powers and
wisdoms.
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This was her interpretation of the polemic on equality in the labor market,
that had been heard in England between "labor" and representatives of the
women’s movement such as Millicent Garrett Fawcett. But not even in England
was there a clean cut between socialists and others, which discussions at a
women's congress in London in 1899 was going to show. Routledge's talk was
full of sympathy with men, who had to see their work places invaded by women
and by this were forced to accept lower wages. For her, the most important
mission of the trade unions was to hinder one sex to accept lower wages than
the other.29 Her analysis was that men had difficulties because of women; she
put "women" against "workers" and "trade unions". Women were, in her
discourse, not "workers"; only men were "workers" who deserved the help of
trade unions.
Florence Routledge, as Therese Schlesinger-Eckstein, looked at special labor
laws for women as good. The difference was that Schlesinger-Eckstein had been
seeing the conditions from the perspective of the woman worker and wanted to
solve her problems whereas Routledge was stuck in a general socialist rhetoric
around the problems working women were causing trade unions and the wage
levels of men.
Doktor Maria Montessori, pedagogue to be and woman activist from Italy,
made a contribution that Minna Cauer saw as "... very socialist from a bourgeois
point of view". What Montessori said could hardly be called normal German
socialism but rather as an expression of feminism in the meaning French socialist
feminists used. Probably that is exactly what Cauer here was defining as
bourgeois socialism. Expressing it so, as Cauer did, was possible in a time when
not any special political movement had managed to get a monopoly of the word
"socialism". Maria Montessoris speech can be seen as a stern correction of the
more ordinary socialist talk by Florence Routledges. Montessori was not thinking
of – and she underlined this – leaving the women's movement to join the
socialist camp. She was not going to talk about the Worker’s woman and wife
("die Frau der Arbeiter") but about the woman as a worker ("die Arbeiterin").30
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Montessori’s lecture was a mix of agitation, analysis and presentation of
tables of statistics on wages; she accused the women's congress to have
neglected millions of women workers. She attacked the family legislation for
giving men all the advantages. Woman was raised to "subordination"
("Unterwürfigkeit"), not to support herself by work. But the day a man cannot
support his wife, she is obliged by law to support him. The law gave a married
man the right to abandon his wife, then come back years later and demand his
legal right to all money and property his wife had gathered since he left. If a man
killed his unfaithful wife, the law was mild. Montessori said that this led her to
question if one law only, a labor protective legislation, should be able to make a
positive change? Was such legislation meant to protect a woman? Her own
examples from the Italian labor market showed that women since long ago had
to do the hardest works for the lowest pay. She called these women "suppressed
women". Their low wages were the proof of suppression. And she went even
further in her feminist arguments when she asserted that women at the congress
as well as women workers were suffering of "the suppressing unequality with
men". She maintained the principle of rights: "equal pay for equal work".31
Montessori’s analysis was near to the one made by French socialist
feminists with equality as the goal of women's emancipation. It contained a
strong distrust of men’s legislation. And her speech was full of sympathy for the
marginalized socialist reform ideology, that wanted to see reforms aiming at
gender equality.
The conditions for women workers became a hot question at an open evening
session. Its topics were public education and the question of woman workers.
Minna Cauer was presiding. The session had as its aim a cooperation between
organized women, bourgeois (in German "bürgerlich" was not pejorative, only a
descriptive word) and socialist. Strong differences were expected. Cauer wanted
"to prove , that there could be different opinions in a discussion, arguments
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could be full of facts and still the participants did not have to turn into enemies in
the end".32
Jeanette Schwerin, well known for her engagement to make conditions
better for women workers, spoke first. She invited the Social Democrats to
cooperation. As a reformist herself, she was trying to get women hired as factory
inspectors; they were to make inspections at work places dominated by women.
What she really said at the congress has been taken down in different versions,
signaling a wish to downplay the question of night work. According to the printed
protocol of the congress, Schwerin enumerated the fields for a cooperation:
women’s organizations ought to be able to unit for the demands to allow women
as witnesses at courts; for women to sit in a jury; for women's employment as
guardians for women in prisons. She proposed the election of a group to
organize cooperation; different women's organization should send
representatives to the group. This protocol version does not mention protective
labor legislation.33
A different report of the speech was written by Minna Cauer in her journal
Frauenbewegung, in a number published soon after the end of the congress, and
before the official book of protocols was out. Cauer perceived protective labor
laws as central to Schwerin's talk. Cauer was clear about this; Jeanette
Schwerin had spoken in favor of special legislation for women and children. She
had pleaded five fields for cooperation: 1) the change from special schools for
poorer children to a public school for all 2) the employment of women as factory
inspectors 3) "a widening of labor legislation to protect women and children" 4)
the use of women for local public assignments and 5) organization of women
workers. The report by Cauer is probably the more correct as it is known that
Jeanette Schwerin was positive to special legislation for women only. Two years
after the congress she started a "Kommission für Arbeiterinnenschutz"/
Committee for protection av woman workers, inside the Bund Deutscher
Frauenvereine.34 It is most possible that she spoke positively about special laws
for women already in 1896. The official book of the congress was not published
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until 1897, put together by a group of assorted editors. They might have
thought it more neutral not to mention Schwerin’s view on protection of women?
Disregarding which version is most correct, Schwerin's attempt to instigate
cooperation was not well received by the Social Democrats present: Clara Zetkin
and Lily Braun. The answer by Zetkin was diplomatic but a repudiation. In her
rhetoric she seemed sometimes to open up for a cooperation, only to deny its
possibility in the very same sentence. Her speech had a soft tone even if it was
clear in its refusal of cooperation. As an example, she could first agree that on
the theme of a political equality, some coordination might be possible. But, she
continued, it was Social Democrats who had lifted the question of women's right
to vote for years and years, whereas the women's congress had not even had
the courage to put it on its program. It is of interest, that Zetkin mentioned
suffrage twice in her short contribution. She and her party were not against this
reform inside the existing system, despite the opinion that bad social conditions
would have to end in a change of the whole order of society, probably violently.35
Clara Zetkin's speech gave No as an answer while the Left Wing organizers tried
hard to get a Yes for cooperation in some questions.
Lily Braun proceeded to pronounce the incompatibility. She raised a critique
of the English settlement movement, with houses and clubs for women in poor
districts; they were centers of a conservative political propaganda. The negative
influence of this movement showed that any cooperation over the class barrier
should lead to conservative policies also in Germany. Lily Braun gave a positive
hint on protective legislation for women, when she praised how Social Democrats
in the German parliament/Reichstag had worked for the benefit of women:
We also work, since many years, in our way for the same goal, for women
as Factory Inspectors, for an increase of protective labor legislation, etc.
Our parlamentarians have, this is common knowledge, again and again
supported every proposition to the benefit of women.36
Finnish Alexandra Gripenberg argued her opposition to the special
prohibition of night work. As young, she had been a delegate at the international
women's congress in Washington in 1888. Since then she was a well known
35
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profile inside the International Council of Women. She painted a bright picture of
cooperation over class barriers in Finland. In her homeland a group of woman
workers had abandoned their trade union to join a politically mixed women's
organization.37
This was all said about special legislation for women in this debate. It soon
took another turn, lifting up a much tougher political controversy. Anita
Augspurg was a German activist for suffrage and peace and beside Cauer a
leading figure in the Left Wing. Her wish was cooperation about political rights
for women. She said that women's congresses in both Chicago and Paris had
lifted demands of political rights on to the agenda and that bourgeois as well as
socialist women had been in accordance. Then Augspurg introduced a sharper
tone, speaking about changes in society. She dissociated herself from an
eventual socialist upheaval, which would not take place without violence and
blood. As a pacifist Anita Augspurg saw revolutions as well as war as
devastating. Lastly she tried to cover up her harsh critique by declaring her
respect for the ideals that were prevalent in Social Democracy. After her,
several other speakers felt the need to attack socialism. Minna Cauer tried to
regain a calm atmosphere and bring the debate back to the topic of "women
workers".38 It was not an easy task. The session stirred up heated emotions. The
air was thick and loaded even after the session.
After the congress, Minna Cauer declared the importance of that very day
for the congress. As a president, she had tried to be as neutral as possible. But
she hinted at her exasperation with Lily Braun, finding her "repeating her attacks
on the bourgeois women's movement ...". That Cauer's irritation should fall on
Braun, not on Zetkin, is quite understandable, knowing their common
background as founders of Frauenbewegung. That Lily Braun soon after the
foundation had joined the Social Democrats and left Cauer alone with the
editorial responsibility, could not be easy for Cauer to look at neutrally.
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signs of an eagerness for such cooperation among the majority of the
participants.
The congress had been vague on labor laws for women. Bourgeois
women had avoided the question, except maybe Jeanette Schwerin. Taking into
account how openly the question had been discussed at several women's
congresses in Paris, this might be taken as a sign that protective legislation was
controversial inside the Left Wing. The unclear position was used by the Social
Democratic women to point out that they were on the side of women much more
than the congress. And Clara Zetkin and others underlined that a "clean cut"
between the two was urgent.40
Socialist women’s Volksversammlungen/People’s Assemblies
Three Social Democratic so called Volksversammlungen must be seen as a
critical comment to the congress. More than a dialogue it was to show that
Social Democracy was influential and different; the assemblies wanted to display
a socialist profile and show it to the world using the media around the bourgeois
congress as well as the presence of foreign delegates. Political tensions had been
smouldering during the congress. Social Democratic women were eager to show
also the German ”Damen/Ladies” their strength and views. But the
Volksversammlungen/People’s Assemblies were also a way of tightening the
movement inwards; the impossibility of cooperation was to be demonstrated to
loyal women workers.
***
In Marten's festival room at the beer Hall in the worker's district Friedrichshain in
Berlin, people were already jostling for places half an hour before the opening of
the meeting. People were standing in the passages to the rows of chairs or at the
back of the room. On the platform beside the panel of speakers, were two men
representing the police seated, who however never interfered with the
proceedings. The meeting developed calmly.41 From the congress several foreign
delegates were present. No genuine debate was heard.
40
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Clara Zetkin spoke about the bourgeois and proletarian women's
movements. She pointed out that these were two separated phenomena. While
the bourgeois spoke about "sex-slavery", the socialists pointed to "class-slavery".
The class interests were more prominent, always first, according to Zetkin. She
saw a greater harmony between the individual woman and man in the working
class. Men in the upper or middle classes were hindering women to get education
and to get into paid work because they wanted to keep work and money earning
to themselves. In that class there developed an antagonism between women and
men, which had its ground in an egoistic fight about advantages. On the
contrary, in the working class, women themselves had recognized that they were
used as "dirty competitors" against men; employer were putting women against
men. For these women it was all about a capitalistic exploitation and not about
men asking for advantages vis à vis women.42
Another speaker continued the theme of class struggle, accusing women
married to salaried employees to grab work opportunities from working class
women and thus lowering the wages overall.43 Her solution – even if not
explicitly told – could only be that middle class women ought to be supported by
their husbands. Waged work should thus be left to women of the working class,
because their men earned so little. Also under her way of reasoning was a
critique of employers, who did not pay working class men good wages, so that
they could support their wives. Behind it all was a wish for a so called family
wage.
Emma Ihrer – who had been together with Clara Zetkin in 1889 at the
Second International in Paris - spoke about how German women workers had
managed to organize during the period when this had been forbidden. Her way of
looking at the history before 1890 was to acknowledge that the socialist
organization had depended on bourgeois women. This was still a living memory
inside the Social Democracy. Emma Ihrer mentioned that Lina Morgenstern in
1881 had contributed to the publication of statistics showing the low wages
earned by working class women. She admitted that the first association of
women workers in Berlin had been founded by Gertrud Guillaume-Schack, noble
by origin. That association made investigations and wrote petitions, which
42
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resulted in that other political parties started to show some interest in women
workers. But the association came to an end, closed because it was political. It
became Social Democratic and worked underground until legality in 1890. What
Emma Ihrer did not mention was, that Guillaume-Schack had organized big
meetings of women workers protesting that they were excluded from some
works; they had been against special labor legislation for women. At that time, in
the mid-1880s, Ihrer had worked with Gertrud Guillaume-Schack. Ihrer must
have remembered their protests; Ihrer and Guillaume-Schack had shared the
critique of special legislation then. Pointed out as a foreigner, a Swiss,
Guillaume-Schack had been exiled in 1886 as apolitical agitator. She settled in
London. Emma Ihrer had to pay fines for her activities at that time but could stay
because she was German. But now it was the middle of the 1890s. The opinions
were different.
Emma Ihrer was now on the way of being squeezed out of influence in the
party. Yet she spoke at this meeting. Many German socialist women had during
the 1880s been reluctant to special labor laws for women, including Clara Zetkin
herself. After the 1896 congress, Ihrer was going to be at odds with Zetkin
because Ihrer wanted to cooperate with bourgeois women.44
At the second of the assemblies Lily Braun started her talk by flattering the
international congress as a step forward for the German women's movement.
Maybe she could be more generous among her own group, maybe she just
wanted to get a hearing from the congress delegates who had come to
Friedrichshain? But she repeated her attack on liberal women in Great Britain.
These ladies had shown how little they understood of the question of women
workers when they were against special labor legislation for women. Their
argument had been that such legislation was diminishing women's liberties. For
Braun England was a frightening example of what cooperation with bourgeois
women could lead to; it put special labor laws for women in question.45
Lily Braun did not give any explanation to her audience as to why she
considered labor laws for women good. Did she find it obvious? And she did not
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mention, either, that a night work prohibition as well as other special laws for
women were, since quite a time, the rule in England.46
At the last meeting, on a Sunday morning, the bourgeois ladies were many
but the women workers fewer than before. Ottilie Baader, a leading person in the
Social Democratic women's movement, gave a well argued speech. At last the
arguments for special treatment of women were explicit. Baader pointed out that
a special protective labor legislation for women was the policy of Social
Democrats. She accused the congress for avoiding protection of women, which
was of concern for five and a half million women workers. These, who had to
work both at home and in a factory, had no forces left to organize, in trade
unions or politically. Because they were mothers of the coming generation, they
needed protection by the state. Bodily destroyed women could not give birth to
sound children. The protection that Social Democrats so far had managed to
introduce, among them the night work prohibition, was far from enough because
the mortality rate among small children was still high. In addition to the night
work prohibition, Baader wanted paid leave for mothers when giving birth, a
prohibition to use women in dangerous work, and a limit to how many hours
women could work daily. An eight hours work day should, to start with, be
introduced for women only. Of course, she wanted better factory inspections, to
supervise it all.47
Baader regarded the night work prohibition as one of many in a long line of
labor laws that were needed. Some of her demands were of legislation for
women only, to begin with. They were to be seen as the first step and ought to
be widened to include men later on. Other demands were about specific
situations in the life of a woman, as being pregnant and giving birth. From her
speech it is not clear, which laws Ottilie Baader considered for all workers and
which were meant to go on, being for women only. But from her arguments it is
evident that she did consider all women in need of special kind of protection,
because they might become mothers. She spoke as if it was only thanks to Social
Democrats the legislation against night work prohibition for women had passed
in the Reichstag/parliament in 1891, despite the fact that she must have known
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that the party had not been alone to get it accepted. Behind the prohibition were
the social policies of the new emperor and a recommendation by the Berlin
conference of 1890, which the emperor as well as other groups had liked and
supported it, Catholics among them.
The important role of the Social Democratic counter-congress, the so called
People’s Assemblies was: to underline a distance to the so called bourgeois
congress and the women there, who wanted cooperation; to accentuate that
Social Democratic women stood behind socialist practice and ideology and, last
but not least, to point to concrete achievements for the welfare of women
workers that Social Democracy were doing. The last point was elevated by the
example of the night work prohibition.
Social Democratic women were not negative to any special questions raised
by the Left Wing at the congress; they refused cooperation because the
bourgeois women would not verbally accept a violent overturn of society. It was
a matter of principle.
During the Party Days in Gotha in October that same year, Clara Zetkin
again pointed to her dissociation from the bourgeois women's movement. She
asserted the importance of a "clean cut”. This was far from the view by all Social
Democratic activist women at the time. But there was a unity about labor
legislation for women. And, as a matter of fact, such a protection was already
viewed positively by many of the bourgeois women in Germany. Only a couple of
years later all of the German bourgeois women's movements recommended labor
legislation for women. Clara Zetkin knew in 1896 that it was more important to
have the backing of the mighty Social Democratic Party than to open for alliances
with a weak bourgeois women's movement. She spelled it out:
And it should be silly if we, who behind us have the solid power created by
Social Democracy, should want to join the bourgeois women, who have no
social power behind them at all. 48
She acted as a pragmatic politician. Her utterance give us doubt that all
women in the party were happy about the clean cut. Zetkin spoke to convince
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those who were not really sure, when she argued that it was best to join the
strongest. Henrietta Fürth was one of the Social Democratic women who would
have liked cooperation with bourgeois women, others were Emma Ihrer and Lily
Braun. But for Clara Zetkin class was put before sex, and she was loyal to the
Party when it came to policies about women. It is in the light of this, that her
total change in the question about special labor legislation for women must be
judged. Zetkin, for a long time, was to decide formally about the policies of the
German Social Democratic women's organization. Her influence would also be
extended to other countries through the Second International.49 Policies were
controlled by the leading men in the Party. Women were politically subordinated
inside the Party.
Zetkin wanted to create respect for women's participation in the Social
Democratic Party, which was heavily dominated by men, sceptical to women as
trade unionists, and even as wage workers. The next year, in 1897, trade union
men's negative attitudes towards working women was to be discussed in a
remarkable congress of trade unions, Social Democratic as well as Catholic, in
Zurich.
The Social Democratic Party in Germany wanted two contradictory things
concerning women: the one mainly in theory, the other in practice. The Party
theoretically wanted to treat women as equals; in the long run no women's
question existed and inside the Party there already did not exist any such
question, not in its organizations and not between individual men and women in
the working class, all according to this principle. All persons were equally good
and also equal in front of capitalism. This was a dogma. Between men and
women of the working class there was – theoretically and ideologically –
harmony.
But at a non-ideological practical verbal level, inside the Party there was
talk about "women" as a group, with special characteristics: they competed with
men; they were difficult to organize; they were accepting too low wages thus
causing lower wages all over; they ought to be better mothers and wives etc.
It must have been hard for women to find a logical coherence in socialist
theory of equality, that was in accordance with the practice of the Party and the
views Party men had on women. The Party was willing, almost eager, to inside
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the capitalist system treat women differently, with the help of state legislation.
Night work prohibition was one such question. In the 1880s and still in the
beginning of the 1890s Social Democratic women were against special laws for
women. Their protests were silenced. In a later analysis such protest were seen
as sign that women's views earlier had been formed "much under the influence
of the champions of bourgeois woman's rights."50 Of the women who stayed on
as active and in front positions in the Social Democratic Party in Germany, some
did not at all care about women's questions, as Rosa Luxemburg, or gave it the
vaguely analyzed place it got in Bebel’s influential book on Woman and
Socialism. To the latter belongs Clara Zetkin, who in the woman question did not
differ from the views of her male comrades. She abandoned, so it seems, without
remorse or doubt her own analysis on equality in the labor market from the
congress of the Second International in Paris in 1889. From the beginning of
1890s she went out in a quite opposite campaign for special protective legislation
for women, with arguments of woman's different biology and motherhood. This
was formulated in a series of articles in her journal Die Gleichheit. Inside the
German Social Democratic Party the principle of equality between women and
men had been pushed away by discourses and acts regarding women as
foremost potential mothers. Women who wanted to keep their political position,
had to alter their views to fit in.51

Bourgeoisie, socialism and the neglected night work prohibition
The way to talk about night work prohibition, that had started to be
formulated at international feminist congresses, that is to say to demand
protective laws for all but no special legislation for women only, was not at all
heard in Berlin in 1896. Such a view could be interpreted as held by Maria
Montessori but her speech was too full of her aversion to men’s laws generally,
that her analysis of the antagonisms between men and women became the
overall theme. In Berlin in 1896 we miss the voices of the socialist feminists,
which were constructed on socialism as well as a distinct equality ideal between
men and women. The radical left, the Left Wing kept quiet and the Social
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Democratic women turned against equality when arguing for a night work
prohibition for women. For them it was a protection, not a prohibition. The Left
Wing was afraid of a split also among themselves and most eager to establish
any form of cooperation between all organized women. The Social Democrats
wanted to show a distinct distance to "bourgeois" women and pronounce their
solidarity and wish to stand side by side with men of their own class. Social
Democratic women turned the debate to focus on woman as a mother and on the
needs of the still not born children. The woman was often seen as a part of the
family. Maternity was also very much in favor with the majority in the broad
German women's movement, as well as what was called the "societal
maternity".52
At the congress of 1896 facts on working women were not in focus but the
shaping of a "clean cut", pushed by the Social Democrats, between socialist and
bourgeois women. Social Democrats managed to exploit the opportunity given by
the congress. This was even more accentuated when all organized German
Women agreed on supporting the special legislation for women only, some years
later. A German national consensus of organized women was reached on this
around 1897/98. To achieve this Jeanette Schwerin had been active. She had a
close coworker, the young Alice Salomon, who was to promote this view in the
wider international field, eventually also as a secretary at the International
Council of Women.53 She and Clara Zetkin became the German spokeswomen for
special legislation for women outside of their own country. They both did much to
implement it internationally. They indeed coworked on this question, without
any agreement.
After 1898 the night work prohibition for women was not any longer a
controversy between women in Germany. But it continued to be discussed vividly
on international women's congresses. Not even all Social Democratic women in
other countries were happy with the opinion of Clara Zetkin.
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